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BATS’ Real-Time Latency Monitoring, available for BATS Options and the BATS BZX and BYX Exchanges, is 
an innovative Web tool designed to provide Members real-time latency statistics for each order entry port. The 
overall order latency is broken down to show Members detailed latency figures at a microsecond level for each 
section of the BATS order process. All measurements start and end at the outside edge of the BATS network.

Latency Data

This detailed information—updated every minute—includes the order count, average minimum latency, 
average latency and standard deviation statistics (see Figure 1). Statistics can be downloaded in CSV format.
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Overall latency statistics for the current day on the BATS platforms are 
provided so Members can compare their order latency to the average order 
traded on the BATS platforms that day (see Figure 2). Definitions of these 
units of measurement can be found by clicking on the “About these stats” 
link seen in Figure 1.
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Links 

Dark & Hidden Liquidity Features |  Link to individual documents highlighting features of the BATS Europe platform. 
Web Products  |  Overview of other tools in the Online Member Portal. 
Fee Schedule  |  Pricing for accessing liquidity, liquidity rebates, routing and other pricing models.
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Histogram charts display the distribution of orders in time sequences so Members can see the time frames in 
which their trades are taking place. Colored bars indicate where trades align with the weighted average latency 
speed on the BATS platforms in a 30-minute snapshot (see Figure 3).

Line charts provide data in time slices so Members know when they’re hitting their minimum, maximum and 
average latency speeds throughout the trading day in a 30-minute snapshot (see Figure 4).

Accessibility

Real-Time Latency Monitoring is available free through www.batstrading.com or www.batsoptions.com via the 
LOGIN link in the top right corner of the web page, and under the “Latency Stats” section. Permission to view 
requires a special “latency” privilege. New accounts or account privilege changes may be requested through 
the BATS Trade Desk, 913.815.7001 or tradedesk@batstrading.com.
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